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Abstract—Short message integrated distributed monitoring systems (SM-DMS) are growing rapidly in wireless communication applications in various areas, such as electromagnetic field (EMF) management, wastewater monitoring, and air pollution supervision, etc. However, delay in short messages often makes the data embedded in SM-DMS transmit unreliable. Moreover, there are few regulations dealing with this problem in SMS transmission protocols. In this study, based on the analysis of the command and data requirements in the SM-DMS, we developed a processing model for the control center to solve the delay problem in data transmission. Three components of the model: the data transmission protocol, the receiving buffer pool method, and the timer mechanism were described in detail. Discussions on adjusting the threshold parameter in the timer mechanism were presented for the adaptive performance during the runtime of the SM-DMS. This model optimized the data transmission reliability in SM-DMS, and provided a supplement to the data transmission reliability protocols at the application level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to geographical barriers and harsh working conditions, the traditional wired transmission (such as LANs [1]) is sometimes not a suitable solution in distributed monitoring systems (DMS). On the other hand, short message service (SMS), based on Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), is developing at a rapid speed in wireless data communication [2]-[3].

The general framework of DMS is described in [4]. To meet different needs, DMS have been applied in various areas, such as submarine pipeline systems inspection [5], electromagnetic field (EMF) management [6]-[7], CT/MRI examination [8], and water quality supervision [9], etc.

With considerations of spatial distribution availability, flexibility, etc., applications of DMS have to employ different options in communication solutions. Although the wired intranet works fine in some indoor applications [8], most others prefer to choose the wireless communication solutions. A review of these wireless options, together with discussions on their features, is provided in [10]. Various wireless applications, such as Satellite / cellular communication [11], blue-tooth [12] and GSM networks [13]-[18], have been developed.

As one of the wireless choices, SMS is notable for its economy and flexibility [19]-[20]. Trends and designs on using short messages are described in [2]-[3]. Some descriptions on SMS based applications are listed in [21]-[24].

To enhance the performance of the short messages integrated DMS (SM-DMS), current studies focus mainly on the network scale, such as the discussion on the overload control in the serving GPRS support node (SGSN) [25], etc. On the other hand, to guarantee the reliability in data transmission, studies chiefly concentrate on these two aspects:

- The communication protocols.
- The adaptive algorithms for Quality-of-Service (QoS) in transmission.

To the communication protocols aspect, a unified protocol in a GSM based project is described in [26], aiming to provide a standard in data acquisition on a general purpose. A policy for trade-off management on SMS Gateway congestions is discussed and realized in [27]. A network including wireless, cabled RS232, and Fast Ethernet transmission protocols with great flexibility to ensure modularity and connectivity is examined in [28].

To consider the QoS aspect, an overview of the existing adaptive algorithms and a test sample is provided in [29], whereas some specific ones can be found in [30].

In the SM-DMS, the control center, which sends commands to the data acquisition nodes to achieve data, plays a core role in the whole system. However, we find few descriptions on transmission delay processing towards the control center in both the SMS transmission protocols from ETSI [31] and current applications. To solve this problem, we present our design and implementation of a transmission model for the control center. In this model, we describe three methods: the data transmission protocol, the data receiving pool strategy, and the timer mechanism to guarantee the reliability of the data transmission in SM-DMS. This model also contributes to
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supplement the SMS transmission protocol in ETSI standards at the application level.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The flowchart of the model, based on the analysis of the command and data requirements in SM-DMS, is presented in Section 2. The method details of the model are elaborated in Section 3. A discussion on adjusting the threshold parameter in the timer mechanism for adaptive performance to network environment changes is demonstrated in Section 4. The final section concludes this paper.

II. TRANSMISSION MODEL

In most DMS, it is a classic architecture that the control center of the system sends commands to achieve data from distributed data acquisition sensor nodes [21]-[24]. Consequently, sending commands and achieving data in a reliable way in the control center represents the principle requirements in SM-DMS. The model and the relevant methods descriptions in the following are chiefly devised for the usage of the control center.

The flowchart of the model is shown in Fig. 1. We developed three methods to guarantee the data transmission reliability in SM-DMS. Three methods in the model are described in detail in the next section.

III. METHOD DETAILS

A. Data transmission protocol

The protocol is described in Fig. 2. It is composed of three parts: We employ it for both the control center to send commands and for the sensor nodes to transmit data.

Part I. short messages identification: functions as a “filter” in this protocol. By identifying the protocol’s head, we can distinguish the valid short messages received from any invalid ones, thus ensuring the reliability of data transmission in SM-DMS. This part includes four items as follows:
- **Protocol Identification**: We employ it as a unique starting flag. The protocol version can be added here.
- **Communication Node ID**: We use it to uniquely identify the geographical area of the “Data Acquisition Nodes”. It functions in two aspects: one is to identify the messages sent at the same time while from sensor nodes in different geographical areas. The other is to solve the time delay problem in Method B.
- **Data Acquisition Node ID**: We identify the short message originator (i.e., the acquisition sensor nodes or the control center) with the parameter.
- **Time Stamp**: We identify each short message with a uniquely created time stamp. When sending commands, the time stamp is set by the control center with its local time, whereas when receiving data, the communication nodes set their respective time stamp with their local time.

Part II. short messages series identification: When we transmit command or data, it is common that the message length exceeds the length limit of one short message (i.e., 160 characters with 7-bit style or 140 characters with 8-bit style). To supplement the specifications in SMS protocols from ETSI [31] about this case, we provide a feasible solution in this part. The processing flowcharts of the send case and the receiving case are described in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. The length of the message is $n$ (e.g. $n>140$). This part includes:
- **Series_Sum**: We identify the total number of short messages series with this parameter.
- **Series_Index**: We identify the index of a certain message among short messages series with this parameter.

We guarantee the ordering and reliability by comparing and organizing the total number of Series_Index and the Series_Sum.
Part III: data & validation: We devise this part to verify the integration and validation of the Data Content / Command. According to the ACK flag, various meanings of the “Data Content / Command” column can be extracted. For example, if a message is verified to be correct, we may send a response message with “0x00” to ACK while leaving other parts in the protocol unchanged as the message received. This response message means that “a former message received is correct in format, please go on”.

- **ACK**: We identify the type and function of the content in “Data Content / Command” column with this parameter.
- **Data Content / Command**: We store data from the acquisition sensor nodes or commands from the control center in the short messages with this parameter.
- **CHKSUM**: We ensure the validation and correctness of the content in “Data Content / Command” column with this parameter.

B. Receiving buffer Pool

In the large-scale SM-DMS that many acquisition nodes are included, it is unavoidable that many communication nodes send messages almost at the same time, bringing communication traffic jams to the control center. Considering the physical capacity limit of GSM hardware modules, we raise two challenges here:

1) It is unable to predict the total number of the incoming messages.

2) It may lower the performance if the receiving buffer is defined too large or too small in the control center.

To meet Challenge 1), the “Receiving buffer Pool” method is investigated. It is used to achieve new, unique incoming messages from GSM hardware modules. We focus on efficiently and economically making adequate buffer for new incoming messages to compensate the GSM hardware physical capacity limit. To achieve this, a message filter is developed.

The message filter: used to filter out the duplicated short messages that already existed in the buffer pool from the incoming messages in the GSM hardware module. The criterion of the filter is a flag composed of the “time stamp”, the “Data Acquisition Node ID”, and the “Communication Node ID”. The flag is chosen based on the analysis to these possible cases:

a) Messages received are marked with the same “time stamp”: happens when the acquisition nodes distributed in different geographical areas send messages at the same time according to the local time in their respective communication modules. In this case, the “communication node ID” assists to identify the different areas.

b) Other sorts of messages besides those in case a): a unique identification composed of the “time stamp” and the “Data Acquisition Node ID” solves this case well.

Messages passing the filter then are new and unique in the buffer pool, and can be stored and processed according to the steps shown in Fig. 5.
To meet Challenge 2): We developed a loop management to take care of the buffer size automatically. In one reading cycle, if there is no adequate buffer space in the buffer pool for new messages, the buffer unit generator is called to create new space for the rest operations. Then, the original message is deleted from the GSM hardware module to accommodate new incoming messages in the next cycle. Once a message in the buffer pool is processed properly (e.g. stored in databases), the buffer space for that message is immediately cleared but not deleted for further messages in case that buffer pool grows too large when calling the buffer unit generator. In addition, one cycle is delayed for a while between the next, which enables the GSM hardware module to receive new short messages, and set aside enough time to analyze messages in the buffer pool according to data transmission protocols.

C. Timer Mechanism

According to our practical tests in the project, messages sent are often delayed for some time (such as several hours). This is primarily due to the inadequate capacity of the SMSC or geographical conditions that weaken the GSM signal. To solve the delay problem effectively, we introduced a timer mechanism as a supplement to the standard SMS protocol [31]. This mechanism works in cycles called timer cycles.

A) Hypothesis

1) Before the SM-DMS actually work, we do sample tests for the message-response pairs in standard conditions (i.e., without any changes or disturbances to the short messages transmission) and define:
   - $\tau(t)$: A set of delay values within a given period (such as an hour). According to our tests, its value is mainly affected by these two factors:
     - a) The geographical locations of the control center / data acquisition nodes.
     - b) The time of day when we send the message.
   - $\text{Max}[\tau(t)]$: The timer threshold. It is the maximum time the model can tolerate the delay of a message. We choose it from $\tau(t)$ sample values according to Poisson distribution rules [32].

2) When the control center sends Message A in actual working conditions, we define:
   - $t_1$: The moment when the message is sent. A timer cycle begins at this moment.
   - $t_2$: The moment when the receiving buffer pool finishes a reading cycle each time. A timer cycle ends at this moment.
   - $\delta(t)$: The duration during which the control center waits for the response of Message A after $t_1$ in actual conditions.

B) Principle description

Commands and responses in SM-DMS are regulated in message-response pairs. We describe the mechanism in two stages:

Stage a): Preparation.

Before the SM-DMS actually run, we measure a set of $\tau(t)$ values as sample values to determine $\text{Max}[\tau(t)]$ for the threshold in timer cycles.

Stage b): During runtime, e.g., in a timer cycle.

A timer cycle starts when Message A is sent at $t_1$. The control center then waits for the response by reading throughout the receiving buffer pool for several times until the end of the cycle. Each time the reading progress ends at moment $t_2$, $\delta(t)$ is calculated with $\delta(t) = t_2 - t_1$.

If $\delta(t) < \text{Max}[\tau(t)]$ and the correct response arrives, we assume that Message A is successfully sent in this timer cycle and send the next message in request. Or else we continue reading the receiving buffer pool for another time and do the same comparison when each reading progress ends. If $\delta(t)$ exceeds $\text{Max}[\tau(t)]$, we assume that Message A sending fails for one time, then repeat the progress. If the repeat time exceeds some limit, such as four (we adjust it according to the performance of the SM-DMS in actual conditions), we assume that Message A sending fails in this timer cycle and suggest the user to send Message A later. Incorrect responses are deleted.

IV. DISCUSSION

Previously, $\tau(t)$ is achieved from sample tests before the SM-DMS actually run. As the GSM network environment changes, such as the augment of physical capacity in SMSC, we then have to adjust $\tau(t)$ by stopping the SM-DMS and do the sample measurements again to choose a new $\text{Max}[\tau(t)]$. However, there is an alternative according to the transaction reports in the SMS protocol for its adaptive adjustment [31], [19]-[20].

The SMS transaction reports workflow is described in Fig. 6. The workflow is sequentially indexed with numbers from 1 to 5 corresponding with its actual working order.

![Fig. 6 SMS Transaction Reports](image_url)
delivery or failure of a previously submitted message sent from the DMS Control center to the Data Acquisition Node). Definitions to other reports are described in [31]. Two cases may occur here:

Case a): The transaction reports workflow is completed normally. In such a case, we can calculate \( \tau(t) \) with the formula \( \tau(t) = t_3 - t_1 \).

Case b): The transaction reports workflow is broken off somewhere, causing status-report lost and we cannot attain \( t_3 \) even when \( \delta(t) \) grows equal to or larger than \( \text{Max}(\tau(t)) \), which indicates the network is busy or malfunction for some reasons. In such a case, \( \tau(t) \) is assessed at the current \( \text{Max}(\tau(t)) \) value, and we end this timer cycle and suggest the user to send Message A later.

Based on the discussions above, we then do not have to stop the SM-DMS to measure the new \( \text{Max}(\tau(t)) \) for timer threshold with the help of SMS transaction reports, thus making the \( \text{Max}(\tau(t)) \) parameter change itself adaptively to the working conditions.

However, we noticed the fact that transaction reports capabilities are optional to SMSC operators [31], which limits the DMS deployment feasibility and flexibility. As a result, we consider it an optional choice for SM-DMS in different areas.

V. CONCLUSION

We applied this model in the sponsored project to monitor wastewater quality in rural areas and achieved better performance in data transmission reliability. By taking advantage of the model, we can extend it in other similar SM-DMS applications.
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